
Sample 
weighing bags 

During the week we received 

trucks from Kampala & Tororo 

warehouses mainly delivering 

maize grains, CSB++ and 

beans.  

As seen in the picture cleaner 

are sieving the maize to check 

for infestation. Sometimes we 

receive cereals that have 

infestations the only way to see 

them is through sieving 
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Unloading trucks  

With our experienced loaders 

we ensure food stacks are well 

aligned, stacking formulae are 

maintained. This help to avoid 

stacks from collapsing and 

incurring unnecessary loses.  

Stacking 

During loading and offloading 

we do sample weight 10% of the 

consignment that has been 

dispatched or received. These 

are captured in the tally sheet for 

records purpose and for future 

references. Any deviations from 

the standard weights are 

immediately reported to WFP 

for actions 

Cleaning activities 

These include cleaning in and around the rub halls 

every day. We also allotted every Saturday of the 

week for the loaders to clear the vegetation around 

the fence. This help to clear hiding place for wrong 

doers and also control rodents. We developed a 

cleaning roster for the cleaners to guide them know 

what they should do each day. 

Figure 1 Sieving the commodity received to check infestations. 
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COMMODITY   EXPIRY DATES 
(PHYSICAL)   

 MTNs  

 
OPENNING 
STOCK  

 RECEIPTS   DISPATCHES   RETURNS   
CLOSING 
STOCKS  

 MAIZE-WHITE  CROP YR 2018 124.988 307.250 349.338 31.412 114.312 

 MAIZE MEAL  Aug-19 116.976 28.600 113.579 0.000 31.997 

 RICE   Sep-21 0.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.560 

 PULSES  CROP YR 2018 192.706 44.400 27.934 19.172 228.344 

 VEG OIL  Sep-19 37.529 0.000 5.669 1.998 33.858 

 MIXHEB  Dec-19 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
PLUMPY  

Jan-20 0.675 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.675 

 SUPER CEREAL 
(CSB++)  

Jun-19 0.012 45.990 0.000 0.000 46.002 

 SUPER CEREAL 
(CSB+)  

O/S 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 SALT-IODIZED  Oct-21 5.233 0.000 0.948 0.361 4.646 

 MSCSUG  Sep-20 3.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.021 

 TOTAL    481.700 426.240 497.468 52.943 463.415 

Weekly spraying: 

Every week we spray the stores to avoid infestation by 
weevils and other harmful insects to the food. This is 
normally done every Friday evening. 

 Initially we have been using manual which could easily 
become faulty and they were also time consuming. The 
two we have are also faulty however we request the office 
procure one. 

This week we received a brand now motorized sprayer 
from WFP. This is very efficient and affective and has 
helped to reduce on the time taken to spray all the four 
rubb halls to less than 20minutes.  

However, our partner WFP has asked CAFOMI to be 

fuelling it if funds are available. 

Total stock position during the week 

 

Figure 2 Sample weighing 

Figure 3 Assembling motorized sprayer 
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   Figure 4 spraying the floor to kill vectors                          Figure 4 spraying stacks using motorized sprayer 
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Spraying the warehouse during the week 


